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1997: Tom Mitchell “Machine Learning is the study of computer 

algorithms that improve automatically through experience”

or, more precisely

“We say that a machine learns with respect to a particular task T, 

performance metric P, and type of experience E, if the system reliably 

improves its performance P at task T, following experience E”

What is Machine Learning ?

1959: Arthur Samuel “programming of a digital computer to 

behave in a way which, if done by human beings or animals, would be 

described as involving the process of learning”

Some definitions



An e-mail filter able to decide which mail should be 

classified as «spam» or «not spam» learning from your 

decisions on past emails

� T (task) classify mail as «spam» or «not spam»

� P (performance measure) the percentage of correctly 

classified mails

� E (experience) your e-mail classification as «spam»

or «not spam»

An example: Spam Detection



� A circle: technology improvements allow to use more data 

� using even more data becomes necessary � this 

requires further technological improvements

� Data mining:

Extraction from large data sets of information that is not 

obvious, not immediately available and potentially 

useful (rules, regularities, patterns, etc. = knowledge) 

using automatic or semi-automatic methods

� We are drowning in data, but starving for knowledge!

Managing those data becomes more and more difficult. We 

need effective techniques, or we risk an information overload

What is Data Mining ?

� Information explosion (a.k.a. data flood) is the rapid 

increase in the amount of data produced and stored



Where is Data Mining ?

Data Cleaning 
and Integration

Databases

Data Warehouse

Task-relevant Data

Data Selection

Data M
ining

Pattern 
Evaluation

Pattern

Data mining is the main step 

of Knowledge Discovery in Databases (KDD)

However, the terms Data Mining, 

Machine Learning, Knowledge 

Discovery are often used interchangeably



� Database Analysis (Rules extraction, Associations)

� Market Analysis (Customer profiling, Marketing)

� Risk Analysis (Finance planning, Investments)

� Fraud Detection (Credit cards, Food adulteration)

� Decision Support (Resource management, Allocation)

� Medical Analysis (Diagnosis, Donors management)

� Text mining (Search engines, Anti spam) 

� Analysis of Economical or Social Policies (Rule learning)

� 5

Obtaining knowledge and not just data is essential in 

many applications. Some examples:

Who needs Data Mining ?



DM & ML

Operations
Research

Statistics

Database 
Systems

Computer
Science

� Several different competences are required to do Machine 

Learning and Data Mining

� It is a very interdisciplinary Area

� For this reason, many things are called with different names 

in the different communities

What do I need for ML and DM ?



� A collection of objects, each having some attributes

� Each object is usually stored in a record

� An attribute is a property or characteristic of an object
Examples: name, eye color, income, etc.

Objects, a.k.a.

records, 

tuples,

instances,

observations, 

points, 

samples, 

rows, 0

What exactly is Data ?

Attributes, a.k.a. fields, features, variables, columns, 0



Data Units or Records

A record scheme  is a set of fields R = { f1 … fm }

A record instance  is a set of values r = { v1 … vm }

Example: fields can be age, marital status, corresponding 

values can be 18, single, etc.

� ordered (e.g. first, second)
� not ordered (e.g. red, blue)

Fields can be:

� continuous: real-valued

� discrete: integer or binary

� numerical or 
quantitative

� categorical or 
qualitative

Fields can be re-encoded differently. For example, many 

procedures convert each field fi into one or more binary ones, 

that we will call binary attributes  ai
j ∈{0,1}

Each field fi has its domain Di that is the set of all possible values



� Classification: learning a function or a criterion to map objects 

on a pre-defined set of classes 

� Regression: learning a function or a criterion to assign each 

object a real value 

� Clustering: identification of a partition of the set of objects to 

group together similar objects

� Learning of Dependencies and Associations: identification 

of significant relationships among data attributes 

� Rule Learning or Summarization: identification of a 

compact description of a set or subset of data

Different Tasks in Data Mining

Depending on the application, different activities may be required. 

However boundaries are not sharp at all



Supervised learning: the “correct answer” (label) on the instances 

is available (at least for some of them).

We learn from the labeled data (=correct answers) to predict labels 

(=new correct answers) for unseen instances

Unsupervised learning: no “correct answers” available.

We use the data but the corresponding output values are not known in 

advance. Example: one wants to find similarity classes and to assign 

instances to the correct class

Very often, labeled data are scarce, but unlabeled data are easy to 

collect. Semi-supervised learning: techniques that learn from small 

amount of labeled data and also from large amount of unlabeled data

Learning Paradigms



In many learning tasks, data are partitioned into:

�Training set (data+labels, or just data for unsupervised): used 

to learn

� incrementally (on-line learning): Data are obtained incrementally 

during the training process

� batch (off-line) learning: Data of the training set are available in 

advance before entering the training process

�Validation set (data): after the learning phase, we may 

need other data to tune parameters etc.

�Test set (data): used for doing what we must do (if we 

know also the labels, we can compute the accuracy)  

Learning Process

We deal with large data sets and possibly small training sets (e.g. 

rare events, not controllable events). Labeled data may be costly.



� Given a training set partitioned in classes, predict the class of new data, 

i.e., learn a classifier

customer
type

Town Income Fraud

A Rome 25.000 NO

B Milan 15.000 YES

X Florence 18.000 NO

VIP Rome 45.000 NO

B Neaples 20.000 NO

A Bologna 16.000 YES

A Turin 50.000 NO

X Venice 28.000 NO

VIP Milan 30.000 YES

Classifier

Classification

Numerical or categorical Class

Customer
type

Town Income Fraud

X Milan 30.000 ?

A Turin 22.000 ?

VIP Florence 18.000 ?

A Rome 14.000 ?

B Milan 55.000 ?

X Bari 26.000 ?

A Lecce Raro ?

Learning or Training

Test 
set

Training 
set

Classification ex.: Fraud detection



Regression example: Predict Sales

Cost Price Usage Sales

5,00 11,50 Frequent 154

6,00 12,80 Rare 21

15,50 25,50 Frequent 234

15,50 33,95 Occasional 44

1,00 1,50 Frequent 79

13,50 20,50 Occasional 355

8,50 12,90 Frequent 988

19,00 35,90 Frequent 57

12,90 26,90 Rare 3

Training 
set

FunctionParameters

learning

Regression

Independent variables
(predictors)

Dependent
variable

(numerical)

Cost Price Usage Sales

10,00 19,90 Frequent ?

5,50 11,00 Occasional ?

14,50 25,90 Occasional ?

63,00 128.00 Rare ?

2,50 4,90 Frequent ?

24,00 49,90 Occasionale ?

12,00 26,60 Raro ?

Test 
set

Definition

of the model 

(linear, etc.)



Clustering ex.: Market Segmentation

ID

Cust.
Town Income

Marital
status

Revenue

1 Milan 21.470 unmarried 2.500

2 Rome 12.500 unmarried 400

3 Turin 63.600 Divorced 250

4 Neaples 21.900 married 12.000

5 Milan 20.300 married 645

6 Rome 40.500 Celibe 50

7 Torino 43.600 Celibe 240

Definition of a distance criterion

and computation of distances

1

2

3

4

5

6

2

Partition in k groups minimizing intra-group

distance or maximizing group-to-group distance

2

6

5

2

2

8

5

6
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Given the data, partition all customers
in k=3 groups that should be treated
differently

Data
set



Association example: Food Shopping

bread� milk

{cheese, wine}�meat

ID Oggetti Acquistati

1 bread, milk, eggs

2 vegetables, cookies, juice, pasta

3 meat, cheese, cookies, wine

4 bread, cheese, milk

5 bread, wine, meat, vegetables, milk, cheese

6 pasta, juice, eggs

7 juice, bread

Learning of 

associations or 

dependences
Data
set

Each record contains a variable
number of objects from a list of foods. 
Find dependences or associations in 
the records, so as to predict what a 
customer still has to buy and help 
him\her (the more we sell, the better)



Rule extraction: pois. mushrooms

Colour Skin Diameter Heigh

red granular 13 5

white smooth 4 7

grey granular 10 8

grey smooth 6 12

red granular 10 10

white granular 5 9

grey smooth 6 10

white granular 3 6

red smooth 10 16

Data 
set

(NOT white AND granular) OR

(heigh/diameter > 1.5)

Cat
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Num
er
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al

Num
er
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al

Learning of the properties

of the records

Given the description of many 
poisonous mushrooms, find a 
compact description (an intensive 
description) of this set



How to obtain the results?
“If you torture the data long enough, it will always confess”

� There exist many approaches, each approach has several variants, and 

algorithms can also be designed by mixing approaches

� The background of researchers will often make the choice

� In general, there is not a “best technique”: no single algorithm is currently 

able to provide the best performance on all datasets 

� This seems to be inevitable: if you chose a “best technique”, one can 

make a dataset composed of the records wrongly labeled by this “best 

technique” and make it the “worst technique” (no free lunch theorem)

� Therefore, Ensemble techniques: use many weak learners and combine 

their outputs to obtain both accuracy and robustness


